FACULTY POSITION
Manipal Academy of Higher Education (MAHE), Manipal an Institute of Eminence Deemed to be
University invites applications from eligible candidates across the globe for the faculty position at the
Manipal Centre for European Studies, Manipal - Jean Monnet Centre of Excellence (MCES), a
constituent unit of MAHE, Manipal,
Overview: Manipal Academy of Higher Education and Manipal Centre for European Studies
Manipal Academy of Higher Education (MAHE), a pioneer in higher education services in India with a
sixty-year old legacy, has increasingly become the preferred destination for students and scholars across
the globe. Over 35,000 students from different nations live and learn in the sprawling varsity town,
which provides excellent infrastructure catering to various disciplines in health sciences, engineering,
management, communication, social sciences and humanities. Situated along the coast in Udupi district
of Karnataka State and nestled in the foothills of the UNESCO world-heritage site, Western Ghats, the
Institution opens up to an ideal environment for academic activities, sports, and leisure.
Since its inception in 2009, Manipal Centre for European Studies (MCES) has distinguished itself as an
important Centre in India for multidisciplinary studies and research on Europe and European Union
institutions. MCES, now a Jean Monnet Centre of Excellence in India-EU Interdisciplinary Studies, is
actively involved in furthering India-Europe interactions through innovative academic programs,
research projects, and university partnerships. Its academic programs include MA European Studies,
Doctoral Studies and Research program and summer/winter schools that are organised annually.
The Centre also works in close association with - (i) Department of Languages, which offers a BA in
Foreign Languages and Intercultural Studies and certificate courses in German, French, Spanish, Italian,
Polish etc. (ii) Department of Philosophy, which offers MA programs in Indian philosophy and Sanskrit
Studies (iii) Centre for Intercultural Studies and Dialogue, which through its Summer and Winter
Schools, workshops and courses provides a platform for both students and personnel to develop deeper
cultural engagements with the community around.
The MA program in European Studies offered by MCES is a one-of-its-kind postgraduate program in
India. It caters to a growing interest in the study of Europe, its intellectual history, culture, literature,
and policy and governance in European Union through its institutions. With a unique opportunity to
study a part of the program in one of our partner universities in Europe, this multidisciplinary program
is designed to foster understanding of various aspects of European studies and prepare students for
research and work internationally. The program offers four specialization tracks: business and
economics; education policy and governance; politics and international relations; culture and literary
studies.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Young PhD holders in European Culture and Literary Studies are invited to apply for the position of
Assistant Professor
The subject field in the email must contain: Faculty Position – MCES, MAHE, Manipal.

Eligible candidates may apply with a detailed CV including copies of certificates in support of qualification,
experience and the list of publications & research activities on or before April 13, 2022 to:
Deputy Director - HR
Manipal Academy of Higher Education (MAHE)
Madhav Nagar, Manipal 576104, Karnataka
e-mail: jobs@manipal.edu | Phone: 0820 -2923474

